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ABSTRACT
The current paper presents a detailed description of an integrative
simulation model, which specifies the psychological knowledge acquisition process in learning by being told (learning from text), in learning
from examples (learning from a demonstration) and in learning by
exploration. A learner's prior domain knowledge, which may consist of
domain specific knowledge and general heuristics, has a critical
influence in what is being learned. For various degrees of prior
knowledge, the simulation specifies the different ways by which a mental model may be formed. Consequently, it can be applied for evaluating the effectiveness of the different learning methods and instruction
materials as well as the influence of a learner's prior knowledge.

Introduction
It has become well recognized that in order to establish useroriented design principles, one indeed needs to know which knowledge
users may employ to successfully work with computer systems and how
such knowledge can be acquired. In previous research, formal models
have been developed which specify the procedural knowledge that is
sufficient for performing various tasks. Such knowledge which has been
termed how-to-do-it knowledge is formally represented by production
rules.
The Cognitive Complexity Theory (CCT) of Kieras and Poison
(1985) belongs to this class of models. The C C T assumes that the time
required for learning to perform some task can be predicted by the
number of production rules which must be newly learned. This

prediction has been experimentally confirmed in several laboratory
experiments (e.g. Poison, Muncher and Engelbeck, 1986; Ziegler,
Hoppe and Fahnrich, 1986). Typically, the subjects of these experiments are explicitly trained step by step in performing the various unit
tasks (Card, Moran and Newell, 1983), such as deleting a word.
For example, in the experiment by Poison et al. subjects were to
anticipate the next operating step in performing a task. After they failed
twice they were explicitly told the operation which they had to perform.
Subjects were thus obliged to memorize a sequence of operations. The
experimental results demonstrate that under these conditions how-todo-it knowledge that can be represented by production rules is directly
acquired. In particular, the mean time to master a task at a given position in a training sequence is determined by the number of production
rules which must be newly learned for that task.
In these experiments subjects were quite restricted in what and
how they learned. At each step in the training task subjects had to learn
exactly one operation. Other than the sequential order no relation was
established among these steps of the training procedure. Basically, the
training procedure consisted in the memorization of a sequence of
operations. Due to this training procedure learners could hardly achieve
an understanding of how the system works. They could not utilize their
prior knowledge to derive a deeper understanding of the effectiveness
of their actions. Since such a learning procedure is rather untypical, it is
questionable to what extent the C C T should be used for deriving usercentered design principles.
In a different line of research, it has been argued that a user's
mental model of a system is of critical importance (Norman, 1983;
Halasz and Moran, 1983). Contrary to the how-to-do-it knowledge a
mental model represents the how-it-works knowledge. A mental model
is a representation of the internal structures and processes of a system
at some uniform level of description. From a mental model any operating procedure for a device may supposedly be inferred by general reasoning processes. Therefore acquiring a mental model from which all
the relevant how-to-do-it knowledge can be derived may be overall
more parsimonious than memorizing a collection of operating procedures.
For building or updating a mental model of some system, humans
may employ a combination of different learning methods. Users may

study a text, learn from a demonstration of specific interactions with the
system (learning from examples) or simply explore the system by themselves. Rather than specifying only the resulting products, the information processing of the different learning methods themselves should be
modeled. Since a learner's prior domain knowledge often determines
what is being learned from an instructional episode, the prior
knowledge must be explicitly represented in such a learning model. By
specifying different amounts and kinds of prior knowledge individual
differences between users can be taken into account when deriving learnability predictions.
In the present paper, we will present such a computer simulation
which describes how a mental model is formed and updated by a combination of learning methods:
1) by being told (text learning),
2) from a demonstration (examples) and
3) by exploration.
The various kinds of prior knowledge which are utilized during this
learning process will be delineated. In addition it will be shown how
how-to-do-it knowledge can be derived from such a mental model.
Expertise differences in the construction of a mental model will be
accounted for by differences in the prior domain knowledge whereas
the learning strategies remain unchanged.

The construction of a mental model
General processing goals
Under most circumstances learning is goal driven. The goal of
knowledge acquisition (KA-goal) is to form or update a mental model
which will be well suited for deriving how-to-do-it knowledge when
specific tasks arise. In order to allow for such derivations, knowledge
which is only implicitly contained in the mental model must be made
explicit to a certain degree. Without this knowledge explication in the
knowledge acquisition phase the processing demands for performing
specific tasks later could not be met. The goal of learning therefore is
to construct a mental model so that various tasks can be solved relatively easily. Learning can thus be seen as a problem solving process in

which knowledge is explicated so that some conjectured tasks can be
solved in the future.
From the general learning goal four more specific processing goals
can be derived: explicitness, parsimony, coherence, and consistency.
The constructed mental model should contain as much explicit
knowledge as possible. Because of memory limitations the knowledge
should also be represented parsimoniously. Explicitness and parsimony
are contradicting processing goals. Therefore a compromise between
these processing goals must be achieved. Since humans are better able
to remember coherent information, the new knowledge should be
related to the prior existing knowledge. In addition, the mental model
should be consistent, since it should not provide contradictory solutions
for the same task.
In learning by being told, general information is usually presented
to the learner. In order for this information to be useful, the KA-goal
requires that more specific information be derived from it. The supposedly relevant knowledge which is implied by the general statements
must be made explicit. Examples, on the other hand, present very
specific information. In order for an example to be useful for solving
other tasks, the KA-goal requires that more general information be
inferred from it. Examples must be generalized so that the resulting
knowledge is applicable for a larger variety of tasks. Thus two different
subgoals, one for learning from text and one for learning from examples, result from the general KA-goal. The KA-goal thus leads to a
mental model which contains knowledge that is rather explicit and at
the same time general enough to be applied to a number of tasks.
Based on the four general processing goals of knowledge acquisition, an integrative computer simulation of human learning was
developed. Since learning is driven by the existing prior knowledge, the
representation of (prior) knowledge will be discussed before the
different learning methods are described.
Representation of knowledge
Three logically different types of knowledge are distinguished:
1) known rules and facts,

2) hypotheses, and
3) heuristics
which can generate hypotheses. The three following forms are used to
represent knowledge (please note that capital letters at the beginning of
a word identify variables):
1) known(Domain FactOrRuleJnfo)
2) hyp(Domain ,FactOrRule Jnfo)
3) heur(Domain,FactOrRule Jnfo).
t

Rules and facts which are known to be true are represented by
form 1). Hypotheses which were inductively formed and may therefore
be incorrect are represented by form 2). Form 3) is used to specify
heuristics which are applied for generating and modifying hypotheses.
The knowledge base is segmented into Domains which may be
accessed selectively. FactOrRule specifies the knowledge contents. Info
provides additional information about a knowledge element such as
confidence and usefulness counters, and how the particular knowledge
element has been obtained.
Domains are hierarchically organized.
simulation model is general and not tied to a
will be presented for the acquisition of basic
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Together the knowledge domains lisp, list, first, rest,., form the
user's mental model of the LISP system. When such a mental model is
being built up, knowledge from related domains is utilized to derive
inferences and to form hypotheses.

Description of the relevant prior knowledge
In the case of LISP knowledge the domains of mathematics and
commonsense are assumed to form the relevant prior knowledge. Commonsense knowledge is only accessed, if the subordinate, more specific
knowledge is insufficient for accomplishing the KA-goal.
It consists of the ordinary and universal knowledge, such as how
to compare statements to empirical observations, the transitivity of subclass relations and counting. In addition the commonsense knowledge
contains five types of general heuristics which can generate or modify
hypotheses in a domain: The empirical generation heuristics produce
hypotheses about specific observations being true in general. The wishful thinking heuristics generate hypotheses so that some path of reasoning can be completed without any further consideration. Generalisation
and differentiation heuristics, on the other hand, modify already existing
hypotheses. Selection heuristics select a specific element from some
class under certain constraints. For example, alternative hypotheses
would be generated by selection heuristics.
Some examples of commonsense knowledge will be presented:
One piece of commonsense knowledge says that Something is concluded to be correct, if the requirements for the activated attribute of
the relevant concept are satisfied. More explicitly, Something satisfies
an attribute requirement of a concept correctly, if
1. the concept requires the attribute to have a certain value (RequiredValue) and
2. an analysis of that Something which is driven by the attribute of the
concept yields a GivenValue and
3. the GivenValue corresponds to the RequiredValue.
Its formal representation in P R O L O G is:
correct(Attribute,Concept,Something) :required(Attribute,Concept\RequiredValue),
given(Attribute,Something,GivenValue),
correspond(RequiredValue,GivenValue).

If no hypothesis exists about the RequiredValue of the attribute,
the following empirical generation heuristic is used. It generates the
hypothesis that the GivenValue is also the RequiredValue for the attribute.

correct(Attribute,Concept.Something) :not hyp(required(Attribute,Concept JRequiredValue)),
given(Attribute,Something,GivenValue),
generate Jhyp( required(Attribute Concept,GivenVal ue)).

If a hypothesis contradicts a given value of an attribute the following generalization heuristic may be employed. For example, for the
attribute number_of_arguments a RequiredValue of 1 and GivenValue
of 3 may yield the generalization RequiredValue of at_least( 1).
correct(Attribute,Concept,Something) ;hyp(required(Attribute,Concept RequiredValue)),
given(Attribute,Something,GivenValue),
find_general(RequiredValue,GivenValue,Generalization),
generalize_hyp(required(Attribute,Concept,GivenValue),
required(Attribute,Concept,Generalization)).

The specialization heuristic works accordingly.
To the domain of mathematics belongs the knowledge about functions in general (i.e. a function schema with the slots: number of arguments, type of arguments, and input/output relation). It is represented
by:
correctJunction(Fname Arguments Result) :correct(number_of_arguments JFname Arguments),
correct(type_of_arguments,FnameArguments),
cor rect(io_relation Rname,(ArgumentsResult)).

This knowledge from the domains commonsense and mathematics
is used together with the instructional materials to form a basis for the
mental model of the LISP system. The basic distinctions of the mental
model are assumed to be acquired through learning by being told. This
learning method will be described later. From an instructional text
about the definitions of atoms and lists and the evaluation of an input
by the LISP system an initial (and incomplete) mental model of the
LISP system is obtained.
The initial mental model
The knowledge about LISP contains information about structures
and processes. The structures describe LISP objects and various relations among them. Their representation depends upon the instructional
material. For example, the instructional material determines which of
the following two representations is constructed for lists:

is_instance([],list).
is_instance([X\XsJ ,list) :is_instance(X ,s_expr),
is_instance(Xs,list).
is_instance(X,list) :begins_mth(X,'['),
ends_with(X:D,
contains(XJ(s)
are_instance(Xs,s_expr).
f

Atoms and lists are subclasses of s-expressions, which is simply
represented by:
isa(atom,s_expr).
isa(list,s_expr).

The evaluation of LISP objects is represented by various process
descriptions. For example, the evaluation of a function call as input to
the LISP system is represented by:
evalflnputResult) :funcal I (Input,Fname A rgSpecs),
eval_argspecs(ArgSpecs Arguments),
correctJunction(FnameArgumentsResult).

Supposedly, the acquisition of additional LISP knowledge (e.g.
about specific functions such as FIRST, REST, ...) depends upon how
well the initial mental model has been formed. Different learning
methods may be employed. A particular LISP-function like the function
FIRST can be learned in three different ways.
1) It can be learned from the following sentences:
FIRST is a USP function.
It takes exactly one argument.
The argument must be a list.
The function FIRST returns thefirstelement of the argument.

2) Alternatively, the function FIRST can be learned from a sequence
of examples such as:
(FIRST'(A B)) ~ > A
(FIRST 'A) -> ERROR

3) A third way of learning FIRST is to present one (simple) example
(or just the name of the function) as a start for exploring that function by interacting with the LISP interpreter.

Usually a combination of these learning methods will be used
when building a mental model.
Learning by being told
The previously listed sentences defining the LISP-function FIRST
are represented by the following clauses:
lispJunctionifirst).
required( number_of_argumentsfirst,1).
requiredf type_of_argumentsfirst,list).
requiredf iojrelationfirst,theJvrst_element_of_argument).

These clauses are sequentially integrated into the initial mental
model. This process is driven by the KA-goal. At first, it is examined
whether a clause is already explicitly or implicitly known (redundant
clauses) or whether it contradicts already existing knowledge (contradicting clauses).
Redundant clauses
A clause which is redundant with respect to knowledge of type
known is only added to the mental model, if it enhances the explicitness of the mental model, i.e. if a long inference chain would otherwise
be needed to derive it. A clause which is redundant with respect to
some hypothesis replaces the respective hypothesis. No further processing is required for redundant clauses in order to achieve the learning
goal.
Contradicting clauses
For contradicting clauses, the contradiction with the mental model
must be resolved. If the clause contradicts information of type known,
the learning process is interrupted and a question is asked to the teacher
(see Learning by exploration). If the clause contradicts a hypothesis
(information of type hyp), three different cases must be distinguished:
1) If the contradicting clause is more general than the hypothesis, the
hypothesis is substituted by the clause, and any inferences derived
from the hypothesis are generalized accordingly.
2) If the contradicting clause is more specific, the hypothesis is too
general. The overgeneralized hypothesis is consequently replaced by
the contradicting clause (which is of type known). The clauses

which have been derived from the overgeneralized hypothesis are
specialized
accordingly.
For
instance,
the
hypothesis
required(type_of_arguments,first,s_epxr) would be replaced by the
told fact required(type_of_arguments,first,list), and the derived
clause
interaction[first,$ X],Y) :isJnstancefX,s_expr),
the Jirst_part_of(X,Y)

would be specialized to
interaction[first,$ X],Y)
is_instance(X,list),
theJirst_part_of(X,Y).

3) If the clause contradicts a hypothesis without being more general or
more specific, the hypothesis is replaced by the contradicting clause,
and any information derived from the hypothesis is withdrawn from
the mental model.
New clauses
New clauses (i.e. clauses which are neither redundant nor contradicting) become part of the mental model. The coherence of the new
clause to the mental model is established by deriving mostly forward
inferences from the new clause and the mental model. Forward inferences are tried first, since texts usually present general information
before the more specific information.
When generating inferences the knowledge is searched from the
specific to more general domains. Superordinate domains such as
mathematics and commonsense may thus be used for constructing the
mental model. Since the most recently acquired knowledge is always
stored at the top of each domain, recently acquired knowledge is preferably utilized. By storing inferences in the mental model, its explicitness
is increased. Since the obtained inference can be used to find another
inference (and so on) the explicitness of the knowledge base can be
enhanced even further. The obtained forward inferences can be
simplified by applying backward inferences.
A large (possibly infinite) number of inferences could be derived
from each statement. Because of the parsimony criterion the inferencing
process has been restricted. Only one forward inference is generated at

each level and only i inferences are allowed in total. Thereby a
human's limited processing resources are taken into consideration, i is
assumed to be a parameter of the model.
In the following it is shown, how the new clause
lisp_function(first) is integrated into the initial mental model. At first,
the forward inference:
funcail(Input) :Input = [first I ArgSpecs].

is obtained from the new clause and the following clause of the initial
mental model:
funcall(Input) :Input = [Fname I ArgSpecs],
lisp_function(Fname).

This forward inference is generated by unifying (the head of) the
new clause, lisp_function(first), with a condition of a known clause,
lisp_function(Fname). The unifying condition is dropped from the
clause, and the variable bindings established in the unification are maintained.
In the second step the inference:
eval(InputResult) :Input = [first I Argspecs],
evaljargspecs(Argspecs Arguments),
correctJunction(first ArgumentsResult).

is obtained from the inference derived in the first step and the following
clause:
evalflnputResult) :funcall(1nput,Fname ArgSpecs),
eval_argspecs(ArgSpecs Arguments),
correct_function(F name Arguments Result).

Due to the obtained inferences less processing is required, when
subsequent examples are studied or have to be verified, or when a programming task has to be solved. A usefulness value of 1 is stored with
each inference. This value is incremented each time the inference is
used. After a certain time period, inferences with low usefulness values
are deleted from the knowledge base.

Learning from examples
The initial mental model may also be elaborated by studying
specific examples of interactions with the LISP system, such as:
(LIST 'A 'B)~> (A B)
(UST '(A B) 'C '(D E))~>((A B) C (D E))
(USTAB) --> ERROR

The first two inputs to the LISP system can actually be evaluated.
Therefore they are called positive example interactions. Inputs which
yield an error message like the third example are called negative examples. These three examples may be represented by:
interaction [list, $ a, $ b], [a,b]).
interaction[list, $ [a,b], $ c, $ [d,e]], [[a,b],c,[d,e]]).
interaction[list, a, b], error).

Again these examples are sequentially integrated into the mental
model so that the learning goal is achieved. For each example it is
determined whether it is consistent with the already existing mental
model. This is accomplished by utilizing the mental model to mentally
evaluate the input of the example. Because of the assumed human processing limitations, again only j inferencing steps are performed. If this
processing limit is reached, the existing mental model is not explicit
enough for evaluating the example input. Consequently, no further processing of the example would be performed. When the next example is
studied, the previously achieved inferences are supposedly primed so
that overall more than j inferencing steps can be performed. For a
more explicit mental model the processing demands will be below the
processing limits and the mental evaluation may yield a result. If the
mental evaluation yields the same result as specified in the example, the
example is called redundant with respect to the already existing mental
model. If the mental evaluation yields a different result than specified in
the example the example contradicts the existing mental model. If the
mental model does not contain sufficient information for evaluating the
example input, the example is called new.
Redundant examples
Although redundant examples do not contain any novel information they may still be used to explicate knowledge which is so far only
implicit in the mental model. During the mental evaluation of an example input the mental model was presumably used to construct an

